A computational framework for the evaluation of satellite precipitation estimates for hydrological applications
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The planned Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission will provide better coverage and more accurate satellite-based rainfall estimates than the current satellite measurements. The capabilities of the GPM-era rainfall products to meet the decision making needs for water resources management applications are being evaluated using land surface and hydrological modeling. A number of precipitation products that are derived from both satellite data and ground observation are being evaluated at spatial and temporal scales that are relevant for water management applications. Routine evaluation techniques and metrics, such as root mean squared error, false alarm ratio and other skill scores, used in the research community have been adopted in a rapid prototyping computational environment. In addition, novel fuzzy-based methodologies are also being implemented to characterize the uncertainties in the rainfall data. The Noah land surface model (LSM), incorporated with the NASA Land Information System (LIS), is used to simulate land surface and hydrological properties that are relevant for the decision making needs of the...
water resources management applications. Since June 2007, GPM proxy data, based on the NRL-Blended algorithm, was implemented for data collection over the continental United States and surrounding areas (0N–50N, 130W–50W). The collection of the various precipitation data sets has been automated. These precipitation data are then cataloged and distributed via the Unidata THREDDS server. The statistical verification algorithms are being incorporated into an "evaluation toolbox" used to characterize the uncertainties of the various rainfall estimates. The integration of the THREDDS server and the evaluation toolbox will provide a common framework for the evaluation of rainfall estimation techniques and their application using the land surface models in NASA LIS.
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